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ABOUT US
An Inspirational Approach To Traditional Crochet Patterns.

Ruby Grace is the experienced crocheter, self professed junkie of the OG Granny 
blanket, color inspiration pins on Pinterest and yarn. Recognizing other 

experienced crocheters may not need a teaching source, just the details to inspire 
and motivate, Ruby Grace was born.

Our goal is to inspire, inform and motivate crocheters with everything they 
need to make beautiful handmade blankets using common crochet stitches. You 

know the stitches, but you need the details because you’ve been inspired to             
rummage that yarn stash. Brand, color way, hook size, skein quantities, plus more, 
we got you. Don’t worry, we know even the best of us need a little “how to” help, 

so we have a companion video for every pattern!

WWW.RUBYGRACEINSPO.COM
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HELLO AND WELCOME

An inspirational approach to traditional crochet patterns.

This PDF is for the WAFFLE CROCHET 
STITCH.

Waffle crochet stitches are front post double 
crochets and double crochets worked in a 
specific repeat to create a “waffle like effect. 
This stitch creates a dense, stretchy fabric 
and is perfect for borders, collars or ribbing!

You can also find these instructions in the 
Ruby Grace Stitch Library.

CLICK HERE FOR THE STITCH LIBRARY

You are also welcome to follow this link to a 
reccomended tutorial on our Youtube 
channel.

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO TUTORIAL

And you can find patterns that feature this 
stitch by following this link:

COMING SOON

IMPORTANT TO NOTE
The instructions for this stitch purposely ex-
clude any information in regards to hook size, 
yarn weight or any information pertaining to 
gauge for specific hook sizes/yarn weight. 
Unless otherwise noted all information 
provided should be applicable to any hook
size/yarn brand.

QUESTIONS, COMMENTS CONCERNS
Should you have any questions, comments 
or concerns about the information provided 
herein feel free to contact us at:

contact@rubygraceinspo.com

COPYRIGHT  AND DISTRIBUTION
Copyright 2022 by RUBY GRACE. All Rights 
Reserved. You may give away or sell any 
items you make from this pattern. You may 
not copy, distribute, or otherwise publish this 
pattern as your own.

Ruby Grace has a limited guarantee for this 
PDF and any information provided herein, 
provided this PDF was purchased directly 
from the Ruby Grace website.

www.rubygraceinspo.com

Please see the FAQ and policy questions 
on our websites for any further information 
regarding guarantees, etc.

Enjoy! Have fun and don’t forget to tag us on 
Instagram! @rubygraceinsp #rubygraceinspo

Love. Your. Face.

Ruby Grace

WAFFLE  - RUBY GRACE 2022
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https://rubygraceinspo.com/waffle/
https://youtu.be/VHpC3-za9BE
mailto:contact%40rubygraceinspo.com?subject=Granny%20Square%20PDF
http://www.rubygraceinspo.com
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Waffle Crochet
HOW TO
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WAFFLE CROCHET STiTCH

MULTIPLE: 3

ROW 1

Starting in the 5th CH from the hook, work DC, *In the next ST, DC. REP from * across. Turn.

ROW 2

CH 3. Counts as DC here and throughout. In the next ST, FPDC. In the next ST, DC. *In the next 2 ST, 
FPDC. DC in the next ST. REP from * across to last ST and CH 3 remains. In last stitch work FPDC. In 
the top of the CH 3 work DC. Turn.

ROW 3

CH 3. *In the next ST, work DC. In the next ST, FPDC. *In the next 2 ST, DC. FPDC in the next ST. 
REP from * across to last stitch and CH 3 remains. In last stitch andtop of CH 3, work DC in each 
stitch. Turn.

REPEAT ROW 2 & 3

ABBREVIATIONS

U.S TERMS
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CH - Chain SK - Skip DC - Double Crochet

YO - Yarn Over REP - Repeat FPDC - Front Post Double Crochet

Double Crochet (DC) - YO, Insert your hook, YO pull up a loop, YO, pull through 2 loops, YO, pull 
through remaining two loops.

Front Post Double Crochet (FPDC) - YO, insert your hook from front to back to front around the post 
(body) of the next stitch, YO, pull up a loop, YO, pull thru 2 loops on your hook, YO, pull thru           
remaining two loops on your hook.
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WHAT IS GAUGE?

Gauge is the number of stitches and rows in each 
inch. Gauge swatches are generally 4”x 4”, un-
less you’re working in rounds. We, at Ruby Grace 
strongly recommend you work a bigger swatch for 
a more accurate stitch count. This keeps you away 
from starting chains, and sides where the gauge can 
become skewed.

IS GAUGE IMPORTANT?

It’s up for debate on whether you should and how 
accurate it really needs to be. We say yes to both! 
In fact our stitch gauges can get pretty technical. 
Especially with garments! It’s not just hook sizes 
that matter either. Even the same category weight 
yarns can have different gauges.

Here’s we look at on the Waffle Stitch:

#1

When looking at a single stitch we look at the 
actual height. The stitch is measured from the 
actual top of the stitch to the actual bottom. Even if 
it goes part way into the rows above and below. 

#2

To counts the width of the row you are counting 
the actual width of each stitch. Start at the edge 
of the actual stitch. Don’t forget the “back posts” 
(posts from the back side that ha been worked as a 
front post) are included in the total measurement as 
stitches.

#3

An easy way to count how many rows is to count 
the actual posts

WHAT’S IN AN INCH?

Take your total rounds in 4” and divide it by 4. This 
will give you the amount of rounds per inch.

Gauge Info
IMPORTANT
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COPYRIGHT  AND DISTRIBUTION
Copyright 2022 by RUBY GRACE. All Rights Reserved. You 
may give away or sell any items you make from this pattern. 

You may not copy, distribute, or otherwise publish this 
pattern as your own.

Ruby Grace has a limited guarantee for this PDF and any 
information provided herein, provided this PDF was 

purchased directly from the Ruby Grace website.

www.rubygraceinspo.com

@ r u b y g r a c e i n s p o

We are on Youtube!

http://www.rubygraceinspo.com
https://www.facebook.com/rubygraceinspo/
https://www.instagram.com/rubygraceinspo/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHplD-uLRIZeDyMppjlAmlg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHplD-uLRIZeDyMppjlAmlg

